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Shows us how to apply age-old wisdom, life energies, and chakras in everyday life. Attracting

Prosperity through the Chakras is thought provoking and perfect for any one ready to create

abundance in attainable ways.
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* A hands-on guidebook to understanding chakras and how to use them to accomplish your

personal and financial goals. * Includes a practical questionnaire to help you figure out the keys to

your financial success. * Cyndi Dale&#x92;s New Chakra Healing has sold more than 65,000

copies.

CYNDI DALE is the president of Life Systems Services, a highly successful corporation that

provides organizations and individuals with intuitive-based consulting and life-issues counseling.

Cyndi travels extensively leading national seminars on the intuitive energy system and how it can

change your life. She resides in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Really useful book for those looking for self-realization. It covers gracefully both physical and

metaphysical aspects, and contains some smart goal-oriented instructions. Very professional.

I loved this book. It gave me insight to consider seriously.



Does not work save your time, money and effort please.

Great insight on identity of your particular spirit quest. I love this book! It help me see my particular

chakra guide.

This was a pretty good book and I've read a lot of Cindi Dale's books. I think this one was well

written

Its Good and different information but half information and doesnt feel like complete information

about the subject she started has been given ...in fact this is the case with many of her books ..we

are left with the questions related to what she already mentioned about and we are left assuming

and guessing.I like cyndi dale though somehow dont feel that I have recieved complete information

guidance or data even after reading her bookSorry to say that we spend so much of Indian currency

value but feel uplifted yet incomplete as if there was something else that was supposed to be

worked out in the informationIf some information is better than complete information then you can

get her book3 stars because at least somethings I have received from her different than in other

books and I am an avid book reader soI like you cyndi but please help us by giving complete

information that would help us apply it fully in our lives in a way that we are not left assuming or

guessing about things...

This book provides a few interesting concepts and Cyndi Dale writes well. The quiz that drives the

book is interesting and seems relatively thorough. She even attempts to round things about by

providing career advice and magnetizing techniques. Someone with more knowledge than me has

suggested that the chakra money types bear more than a passing resemblance to the major arcana

of the tarot. Since I have no knowledge of or interest in the tarot, I don't know if this is true or

not.Where the book falls down is in the application she suggests, based on your chakra money

style(s). Your strongest chakra patterns are used to indicate your money personality and to suggest

actions to improve your results. Esoteric suggestions are made in an offhand manner, like she is

telling you to go make a cheese sandwich. Here are a couple examples that left me scratching my

head.From page 88:5. Direct fifth chakra communication skills to hear what spiritual guides or the

Divine has to say.From page 89:- Learn your lessons from the past. As a Shaman, you can read the

Akashic Records, the history annals of time containing everything you or someone else has ever

done, said, or thought. Want to avoid mistakes you made a long time ago? Read about them--and



learn!From page 106:8. Eighth chakra: Walk as the Shaman walks--between worlds--to figure out

your choices and to gain spirit-based assistance in implementing your decision.OK, so I've heard of

the Akashic Records but that doesn't mean I know how to read them, if they exist. How do I direct

5th chakra communications? How do I walk between worlds; is it "simply" astral projection?This

confusion would suggest that either the quiz is an inaccurate tool (I believe I filled it out honestly) or

the implication is that, based on my types, I should already have divined how to do these things.

Either could be the case but the very least that could be done, short of actually providing some

guidance, would be to provide suggested readings.This leads me to the conclusion that this is an

intriguing "half book."

A practical, new age aptitude test. I found the author's perspective to be unique, inspiring and

extraordinarily helpful.
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